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Question 1
Question Type: DragDrop

A company uses Dynamics 365 finance and operations apps. The company plans to integrate third-party products with Dynamics 365

Finance.

You need to select the appropriate data integration option for each scenario.

Which data integration option should you select? To answer, drag the appropriate data integration options to the correct scenarios. Each

data integration option may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to

view content.

Answer: 

Question 2
Question Type: DragDrop

A company plans to implement Dynamics 365 Finance.



The company is unsure whether to use a cloud implementation or an on-premises implementation.

You need to determine the features that you can use for each implementation.

Which feature can you use? To answer, drag the appropriate features to the correct implementation types. Each feature may be used

once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer: 

Question 3
Question Type: DragDrop

A company uses Dynamics 365 Finance.

You create two methods in a class:

* MethodA is called only from the class. MethodA is not called from other locations in the code. Within MethodA, you must access class

variables.

* MethodB is called from other places in the app. MethodB does not need to instantiate the class or access the class variables.



You need to implement the methods.

Which method types should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate method types to the correct methods. Each method type may be

used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer: 

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A developer submits code for a quality assurance review. Several lines of code use the var data type.

You need to validate the segments tor the correct X++structure.

Which code statement will pass validation?

Options: 



A- var var1 = systemDateGet (); var1 = var1 ? today(); ''No today'';

B- var var1 = true ? 10:''10''

C- var var1 = true; var1 = true ? 10:falase;

D- var var1 = (var1 >= false) ? true :10;

Answer: 
A

Question 5
Question Type: OrderList

A company uses Dynamics 365 Finance.

You implement the unit rest framework. You must automate the testing for previously developed functionality.

You need to create unit tests in visual Studio.

Which five actions should you perform in sequence? to answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer area

and arrange them in the correct order.



Answer: 
Open Visual Studio as an administrator.Create a new project.Add a new class to the project.Extend the SysTestCase class in the class decalaration.Add methods to the class and decorate the methods with the (SysTestMethod) attribute.

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You develop apps for Dynamics 365 Supply Cham Management.

You need to track changes only for sales header information by using data entities.

Which change tracking option should you use?

Options: 



A- Enable primary table

B- Disable change tracking

C- Enable entire entity

D- Enable custom query

Answer: 
D
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